Abstract. The interaction analysis and evaluation on tunnel passing through underlying vacant areas is essential in highway construction. A 3D numerical model of tunnel at underlying vacant area has been established to analysis the deformation and mechanical characteristic of tunnel structures. According to the analysis of displacement of tunnel, the significant lateral influence range of vacant area on tunnels is about 25 m from the center line of vacant area. And the main longitudinal effect distance of vacant area construction on tunnel is about 30 m before and after from the working face of vacant area to tunnel. In this range, some monitoring and strengthening support measures should be taken into consideration. The conclusions presented can provide reference for the design and construction of similar engineering at underground vacant areas.
Introduction
With the implementation of the national western development strategy and the rapid development of the domestic transportation, the highway tunnel construction scale is increasing in China. And many highways will inevitably pass through various complicated geological conditions of vacant areas [1] [2] [3] [4] . Due to the unequal settlement of overlying rock at vacant area, it is easy to cause tunnel pavement scattered, deformation of lining structure and other damage phenomenon, which will produce serious potential safety hazards on the operation of highway tunnel [5, 6] .
Compared with the traditional method, the 3D finite element numerical simulation has the advantages of economy and efficiency [7, 8] . Therefore, it can be adopted to simulate the tunnel construction process at vacant area to analysis the construction influence of vacant area on tunnel structure, and then provide guidance and reference for the reinforcement of surrounding rock and the design of highway tunnel at vacant area.
Finite Element Model
Establishment of Model. Considering that the impact of underlying vacant area on the stability of tunnel is relatively significant [9] [10] [11] , a numerical model of underlying vacant area was established for analysis. The cross section of typical two lane highway tunnel is recommended by the Code for Design of Road Tunnel [12] , the maximum excavation span is about 12m, and the excavation height is about 10m. According to the influence scope of tunnel excavation, the distance of model boundary to tunnel boundary is more than 5 times the tunnel excavation span [13] . The model size is 200m at X direction, 150m at Y direction, and 99m at the direction of tunnel construction. And the model is horizontally fixed at left and right boundary, vertically fixed at bottom boundary.
In the model, the underlying vacant area size is set as 3 m×9 m, which is vertical overlapped under the tunnel, and the vertical net distance between vacant area and tunnel is 20m. The 8 node hexahedron element is adopted to simulate the surrounding rock and secondary lining, shell element for initial lining. And in the model, the elastic-plastic constitutive relation and D-P yield criterion are adopted for surrounding rock and secondary lining [14] . The mesh map of model is shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Mesh map of finite element model
Analysis Condition. Full section method is adopted during vacant area construction, the excavation step length is 10m when the distance between vacant area and tunnel is relatively large, and the excavation step length reduces to 5m when the distance is small. The excavation steps of numerical analysis model are shown in Table 1 . Mechanical Parameters. The mechanical parameters of typical surrounding rock and tunnel structures are shown in Table 2 , which is determined by the Code for Design of Road Tunnel and the exploration report of relative engineering [5, 9] . 
Deformation Analysis of Tunnel
The crown settlement of the tunnel caused by vacant area at different excavation steps is shown in Fig.  2 . The settlement along the tunnel axis is small at first excavation step(L3), where the distance from the vacant working face to tunnel center line is about 90m. At the third excavation step(L5), the settlement increases slightly and the settlement difference is still small. When the distance from vacant working face to tunnel center line is 15m(L11), the differential settlement increases prominently. When the vacant working face reaches the center of tunnel(L14), the maximum settlement value along tunnel axis is about 7mm. When the working face is 30m passing through the center of tunnel(L19), the crown settlement is rapidly increasing, and the settlement difference is significant. The deformation of tunnel about 25m from the center line of vacant area is relatively large. At the 24th excavation step(L26), the crown settlement of tunnel center reaches the maximum, and the settlement away from center line of the vacant area is small. Then it can be reduced that the main lateral effect range of vacant area on tunnels is about 25m from the center line of vacant area. It can be seen from Fig. 3 , the crown settlement of tunnel gradually increases with the advancement of working face of vacant area. In the early stage of vacant area construction, the settlement is relatively slow. When the horizontal distance decreases from 100m to 15m, the tunnel crown settlement increment is only about 3mm. While when the working face advances from 15m before tunnel center to 30m passing through tunnel center, the increment of crown settlement is 6mm, which is approximately two times the amount of pre deformation. And when the working face advances from 30m to 100m passing through tunnel center, the tunnel crown settlement increment is only about 2mm. So, it can be deduced that the main effect distance of vacant area construction on tunnel is about 30m before and after from the working face to tunnel.
Conclusions
A 3D numerical analysis with a particular focus on the influence between underlying vacant area and tunnel has been carried out, and some conclusions were presented as followings, which can provide reference for the design and construction of similar tunnel engineering in vacant area.
The existence of underlying vacant area has significant influence on the stability of tunnel structure and surrounding rock, so it is suggested that the tunnel should avoid the vacant area in the determination of highway line. The significant lateral influence range of vacant area on tunnels is about 25m from the center line of vacant area at two sides. And in this range, the monitoring measures should be taken so as to ensure the safety of tunnel structure. The main longitudinal effect distance of vacant area on tunnel is about 30m before and after from vacant area to tunnel, and some strengthening support measures should be taken into consideration at the underground vacant area.
